RIO CARNIVAL TOUR 2015
What is included on the land contents (and more):
RIO
1- Stay in this fantastic hotel located in the best position ever if you are interested in parading
in the Sambadrome, and really live the true Brazilian culture. We couldn't be closer to where
everything is happening. With swimming pool on the 22nd floor with amazing views and a fantastic
5 stars breakfast! You could be at the pool having an authentic Brazilian drink ( caipirinha),
watching the amazing energy of the samba down on the streets, you can just get the lift down and
get immersed in this amazing world
2- Several tours with a local professional guide and with me to amazing spots in Rio de Janeiro.
Everything a tourist must see and lots of thing that a tourist never sees.
3- Free authentic Brazilian lunch; eat as much as you can at this amazing Brazilian Churrascaria
Rodizio
4- Be with the group when we go out dancing on the free evenings (optional)
5- Parade at the carnaval parade in Rio de Janeiro (the biggest popular party in the entire world)
6- Get a Carnaval costume to parade tailored made in Brazil which can be yours if you want to
bring it back!
7- Watch the carnaval parade where the locals watch it. Again experiencing the real culture
8 - Visit the most famous Brazilian gemstone manufacture
9- Opportunity to attend to dance classes with some of the most renowned dance teachers in
Brasil, and more

NATAL
1- Natal is an amazing city in the warm waters the pacific
2- We stay an hotel a couple of min walk to the beach
3- Natal is the birth place Forro, we have the opportunity to go out and dance a lot with the
locals
4- The photo bellow is one of the many beaches we explore on our full day Dune Buggy trip
5- Half day tour, we visit the Forte dos Reis Magos which is situated on the most easterly point
of Brazil, close to Africa. We
visit the world’s largest cashew tree, and browse in the local market.

SALVADOR
1- Our hotel is in an amazing spot, please check the photos, we visit the huge, indoor
“Mercado Modelo” (arts and craft markets) where you can also see Capoeira (Brazilian
dance martial art).
2- We go for a day to this amazing island in a local boat, with live music, it is a fantastic
cultural experience and lots and lots of fun.
3- In our “Free evening” usually, every year, we go out to explore local entertainment spots
and dance with the locals, it is great.
4- Tour to the beaches
5- Go for dinner in the city and more, much more

AMAZONAS
1- We are transferred by boat from the hotel in Manaus to the tree top resort. The river in
front of the resort is 22km wide
2- Tour to the forest with a guide where we see the amazing flora of the Amazon forest.
You will be intriguide by the amazing variety and property of many plants
3- Tour to the local village. See how the locals live at a place you can only arrive by boat.
4- Tour to house of the “cabloco” to find how a family lives and the interesting eating
habits. See the plant harvested treated and eat it, just amazing
5- Enjoy the most amazing resort idelised by the famous French explorer Jacques Cousteau
6- All meals included

Please note:
1- The price of the entire tour is the sum of the AIRFARES (Item N# 1.) plus the LAND
CONTENT (item N# 3.)
2- Rio Rhythmics reserves the right to change the itinerary due to flight availability and/or
any other circumstances. All flights are subject to confirmation and while Rio Rhythmics will
endeavour to keep the costs to the original proposal, all costs, (including airfares) are
subject to change without notice, until day of tour departure. A minimum of 15 people are
required for the tour to go ahead, and in the event of cancellation all monies paid to Rio
Rhythmics will be refunded together with the flight deposit.

PLEASE READ: - IMPORTANT INFORMATION AND DISCLAIMER:
Rio Rhythmics Pty Ltd coordinates group tours to Brazil and its director Tarcisio TeatiniClimaco volunteers to accompany the group throughout the tour.
Tarcisio is not a professional tour guide. He is a Brazilian Dancer who has experience in
accompanying groups to the Carnaval parades, with general site seeing, outings and
dancing throughout Brazil.
Since 1996 Rio Rhythmics has consistently and safely accompanied groups to Brazil.
However Brazil is a third world country and Rio Rhythmics Pty Ltd cannot be responsible in
case of an accident or mishap. It is important that all interested participants in the tour
seek independent advice as they deem necessary regarding insurance and travel
arrangements.
All monies paid to Rio Rhythmics is transferred to persons or groups who organise
transport, hotels, tours and transfers. Therefore, any refunds for the land content of the
tour are not made after “Day one” of the tour, which is departing from Brisbane on 27th of
February 2014.
Other refunds prior to this date will depend on what has been paid to agents in Brazil and
can only occur at Rio Rhythmics absolute discretion.

